STORAGE and PREP

Cold Chain Complete

1. Store the Cold Chain Complete card at least 5°C (9°F) below the temperature of the adhered WarmMark (room temperature is OK).

2. The ColdMark is provided separately because it is ALWAYS active and should be stored at least 10°C above activation temperature (room temperature is OK).

3. When ready to use, adhere the ColdMark indicator to the card and activate the WarmMark. ACTIVATE the WarmMark by folding up and pulling out the tab until completely removed.

4. Immediately place the Cold Chain Complete card into the environment to be monitored.

_____________________________________________________________

INTERPRETATION of INDICATORS

*Upon IMMEDIATE receipt of your temperature sensitive package, it is recommended to capture an image of your Cold Chain Complete Card for record keeping purposes. Contact the IIDP if the indicators show an unfavorable change in color.